Myth (Guardians of the Word Book 2)

Behind the veil that separates the living
from the dead, awaits the teeming horde.
Evil bides its time, probing for weakness. It
slithers across the divide, searching for the
weak, the insane, the criminal mind, and
even the average citizen of Cobalt,
commanding them. The order is to kill. The
target...
Seventeen-year-old Dynan
Telaerins biggest challenge is keeping the
woman he loves and the brother he adores
from being in the same room at the same
time. Liselle Tremault and Dain Telaerin
despise one another, forcing Dynan to
choose between them, but a murder plot
against him abruptly trumps other
concerns. Visions of the destruction of
civilization follow, turning shadowy
dreams into the possibility of terrible
reality. The lines blur between what is evil
and what is good as one seeks to destroy
him and the other seeks to delay his future.
The methods each side employs to attain
their goals are remarkably similar, leaving
Dynan in a desperate race for his life.
MYTH, the second book of the Guardians
of the Word fantasy series considers the
complications of truth and intention, where
one may not be conducive to the other and
where some evil is necessary to negate
others. MYTH is suitable for mature
young adults. The Chronicles are Chosen,
Myth, Telepath, Legend, Union, Seer,
Adept and King.
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